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Abstract
With a data sample of 86 000 Z !  + ? ( ) events collected in 1990, 1991, 1992 and 1993 we
have measured the polarization of  -leptons as a function of the production polar angle using the
following 1-prong  decay modes:  ? ! e? e ,  ? ! ?    ,  ? ! ?(K?) ,  ? ! ?
and  ? ! a?1  . We obtain for the ratio of vector to axial-vector weak neutral couplings
for electrons gVe=gAe = 0:0791  0:0099(stat)  0:0025(syst) and taus gV =gA = 0:0752 
0:0063(stat)  0:0045(syst) consistent with the hypothesis of e ?  universality. Assuming
universality of the e ?  neutral current we determine the e ective electroweak mixing angle to
be sin2 we = 0:2309  0:0016.
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Introduction

p

In the reaction e+e? ! Z !  +  ? even with unpolarized beams at s  MZ the nal state
 leptons are polarized. This polarization is due to the di erent couplings of left and righthanded leptons to the Z boson. The  polarization, P (cos ), is de ned as the asymmetry
in the production cross section of  ? leptons with positive helicity (h = +1=2) and negative
helicity (h = ?1=2)
+1=2) ? (h = ?1=2) ;
P ? (cos )  ((hh == +1
(1)
=2) +  (h = ?1=2)
where  is the angle between the e? beam and  ? ight direction. The  ? and  + leptons
in each event have opposite helicity, so that P ? (cos ) = ?P + (cos )  P (cos ). In the
improved Born approximation P (cos ) at the Z pole is given by [1]:
=(1 + cos2 )
P (cos ) = ? 1A+ 2+A2AAe cos
cos =(1 + cos2 ) :


e

(2)

The quantities A` (` = e;  ) are de ned as A`  2gV` gA` =(gV2 ` + gA2 ` ), where gV` and gA` denote
the e ective vector and axial-vector coupling constants.
P , the average of P (cos ) over all production angles, is equivalent to ?A , which is independent of the coupling constants of the initial state electrons. The measurement of P (cos )
yields both A and Ae, thus making it possible to check whether the e and  couplings to the Z
are equal, as required by the lepton universality hypothesis. In the framework of the Standard
Model [2] the lepton couplings are equal and we use the average of A and Ae to determine the
e ective electroweak mixing angle through gV` =gA` = 1 ? 4 sin2 we .
In this analysis it is assumed that the decays of the  are described by a pure V?A weak
charged current as supported by other measurements [3{5]. The polarization can be derived
either from the analysis of the kinematics of single  decay products [1,6{8] (single  method)
or from the acolinearity between the decay products of the  pairs [9]. The following 1-prong
 decay channels have been used in this analysis:
?
?
?
?
?

! e? e
!  ?   
! ?(K?)
! ?
! a?1 

where the charge conjugate decays are implied here and throughout this paper. Pions and
kaons are not distinguished in the hadronic decay channels.
The analysis of the angular dependence of  polarization described in this paper improves
upon our earlier analysis [10] which was con ned to the measurement of the average  polarization. In addition we implement better techniques for particle identi cation, extend the
geometrical acceptance from j cos j < 0:7 to the forward-backward region (up to j cos j = 0:94)
and use a much larger data sample. The results presented below, based on a data sample of
86 000  pairs from aptotal integrated luminosity of 74 pb?1 collected in the center of mass
energy range 88:2 < s < 94:3 GeV in the 1990-1993 running periods, supersede (and are
compatible with) our earlier results [10].
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Selection of  Decays
The L3 detector is described in detail in reference [11]. The e+e? collision point is surrounded
by a tracking chamber, a high resolution electromagnetic calorimeter, a cylindrical shell of
scintillation counters, a hadron calorimeter and a muon chamber system. The detector is
installed in a large magnet providing a uniform 0.5 Tesla eld along the beam direction.
The selection of  decays proceeds in three steps. First, a sample of low multiplicity, backto-back events is preselected, which consists mainly of leptons from Z decays. This preselection
suppresses such background as cosmic muons, hadronic Z decays, two-photon and beam-gas
interactions. In the second step the individual  decays are identi ed. The identi cation is
done independently in two hemispheres separated by a plane perpendicular to the thrust axis
of the event. Particle identi cation in each hemisphere is based upon the topological properties
of the energy deposition in the electromagnetic and hadron calorimeters with respect to the
trajectory of the charged track. This technique is found to be relatively independent of the
energy of the  -decay products, so polarization bias is minimal. Finally requirements are placed
on the hemisphere opposite to the  decay candidate in order to suppress the non- background.
The nal data sample consists of events in which at least one of the  's decays into one of
the 5 channels listed in the introduction. Selection eciencies are calculated using Monte
Carlo simulation of Z !  + ?( ) [12] including full simulation of the L3 detector response1 .
The background contamination from non- sources such as Z ! e+e?( ), Z ! + ? ( ),
Z ! hadrons, two-photon reactions, cosmics and beam-gas interactions is estimated primarily
from the data using either the side opposite to the selected decay or global event characteristics.
The corresponding Monte Carlo for the background simulation [15] is used only to crosscheck
these estimates.
Selection of  ? ! e? e and  ? ! ?   decays is similar to that described in reference
[10]. The selection eciency for  ? ! e? e is estimated to be 76% inside the ducial region
j cos j < 0:7 and is independent of electron energy above 8 GeV (Fig. 1a). The backgrounds
are 1.5% from other  decays, 1.6% from Z ! e+ e?( ) and 1.2% from two-photon interactions.
The selection eciency for  ? ! ?    is 70% inside the ducial region j cos j < 0:8 and is
independent of the muon momentum above 4 GeV (Fig. 1a). The background contributions
are 1.0% from other  decays, 3.1% from Z ! + ? ( ), 0.8% from two-photon reactions and
0.3% from cosmics.
For the selection of the hadronic  decays the hemispheres with identi ed electron or muon
candidates are rst rejected. Then an algorithm [10] for nding overlapping neutral energy
clusters in the vicinity of hadronic shower in the electromagnetic calorimeter is applied in order
to determine the number of neutral clusters and their energies. The invariant mass of each
neutral cluster is estimated by tting its transverse pro le with the sum of two electromagnetic
shower shapes. A single neutral cluster forms a 0 candidate if its energy exceeds 1 GeV and
its transverse energy pro le is consistent with an electromagnetic pro le or its invariant mass
is within 50 MeV of the 0 mass. Two distinct neutral clusters form a 0 candidate if their
invariant mass is within 40 MeV of the 0 mass. The sum of energies of reconstructed neutral
clusters is subtracted from the energy in the electomagnetic calorimeter and the remaining
energy along with the energy deposition in the hadron calorimeter is assigned to the charged
hadron. This measurement of the calorimetric energy of the charged hadron is then combined
with the independent measurement of the momentum in the tracking chamber by maximizing
The L3 detector simulation is based on GEANT Version 3.14; see ref. [13]. The GHEISHA program [14] is
used to simulate hadronic interactions.
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the likelihood for these two measurements to originate from a single hadron.
The  ? ! ?(K?) selection admits no 0 candidates and no neutral clusters with energy
greater than 0.5 GeV. The probability that the observed track momentum and calorimetric
energy originate from a single hadron is required to exceed 0.003. In order to reject background
from Z ! e+e?( ) and Z ! +? ( ), events with an electron or a muon candidate on the
opposite side are rejected if its energy exceeds 42 GeV or can not be reliably measured. The
eciency of  ? ! ?(K?) selection is 72% in the barrel (j cos j < 0:7) and 64% in the
endcap (0:82 < j cos j < 0:94) region. The eciency is relatively independent of the pion
energy above 5 GeV (Fig. 1a). The background in the barrel is 11.4% from other  decays,
1.4% from Bhabha events, 1.4% from two-photon interactions and 0.9% from dimuon events;
the corresponding numbers for the endcaps are 16%, 10%, 1.5% and 5%.
To select a  ? ! a?1  decay two 0 candidates are required in the hemisphere. If the two 0
candidates each consist of a single neutral cluster, then the invariant mass of these two neutral
clusters must be incompatible with the mass of a 0. The probability that the measured track
momentum and calorimetric energy originate from a single hadron is required to exceed 0.001.
The selected decays are next subjected to a neural network selection in order to further reduce
background from  ? ! ?  and  ? ! ?000 events. This neural network uses as an
input ten variables corresponding to the energies of the charged pion and identi ed neutral
clusters and the invariant masses of their combinations. The nal selection eciency is 33%
in the ducial volume j cos thrustj < 0:7. Figure 1b shows the selection eciency as a function
of the polarization sensitive variable !a1 [16]. This variable is a combination of three decay
angles (the decay angle of the a?1 in the  ? rest frame, the decay angle of three pions in the
a?1 rest frame and the orientation angle of ?00 system in the a?1 decay plane) and three
invariant masses (?00 mass and two ?0 masses). In order to reject the background from
Z ! e+ e?( ), events with an electron candidate in the opposite hemisphere are rejected if its
energy exceeds 40 GeV or can not be reliably measured. This reduces background from the
non- sources to a negligible level. The background from other  decays is 28%.
To select a  ? ! ?  decay exactly one 0 candidate is required in the hemisphere. The
invariant mass of ?0 system must be in the range 0.45-1.20 GeV. The probability that the
measured track momentum and calorimetric energy originate from a single hadron is required
to exceed 0.001. In order to reject background from Z ! e+ e?( ) and Z ! + ? ( ), events
with an electron or a muon candidate in the opposite hemisphere are rejected if its energy
exceeds 42 GeV or can not be reliably measured. The eciency of the selection is 70% in the
barrel and 51% in the endcap. Figures 1c,d show the selection eciency as a function of the
two polarization sensitive variables , the decay angle of the ? in the  ? rest frame, and ,
the decay angle of the ? in the ? rest frame. The background in the barrel is 10.2% from
other  decays, 0.2% from Z ! e+e?( ) and 0.5% from Z ! + ? ( ). In the endcap the
numbers are 14.3%, 1.5% and 1.5% respectively. Fig. 2a,b show the invariant mass spectra of
 0 and  ?  0 respectively for the selected sample of  ? ! ?  events.

Measurement of the Polarization
The goal of this measurement is the determination of the ratios of vector to axial-vector weak
neutral couplings for electrons and taus. The analysis proceeds in three steps. First the angular
dependence of P is obtained by measuring the polarization in nine regions of polar angle. The
sizes of the cos  regions are chosen such that they all contain approximately the same number
of events. The measurement of the polarization in each cos  region is performed separately for
3

every decay channel using the single  method, and is also performed using the acolinearity
method. Next Ae and A are determined for each decay channel from the corresponding
P (cos ) dependence. Finally all the individual P measurements are combined bin-by-bin
and nal values of Ae and A are determined.

Charge identi cation

The polar angle of the selected  candidate is de ned by j cos thrustj signed according to the
event charge, de ned as the charge of the  traveling into the forward (cos  > 0) hemisphere.
For events with at least one  ? ! ?   decay, the event charge is unambiguosly assigned by
the muon chambers. For events with no identi ed muons but exactly one track in each hemisphere the charge is de ned by the sign of the di erence of curvatures weighted by resolutions
for the two tracks. For all other events the charge is not de ned and these are used for the
measurement of average polarization only.
The sign of the polar angle can be misassigned due to charge confusion, causing events to
migrate between cos  bins of opposite sign. This migration changes the measured polarization
in each cos  bin, and thus a ects the shape of the P (cos ) distribution. The measured
resolution of the tracking chamber is used to determine the charge confusion as a function of
the momentum and polar angle of the charged  decay product, and a correction for its e ect
on polarization is applied in each cos  bin. The average charge confusion at P = 45 GeV is
found to be about 3% in the barrel and 7% in the endcap. The corresponding numbers for an
average Z !  +  ? event are 1.2% and 3% respectively.

P tting procedure


For each  decay channel, P is measured by obtaining the linear combination of the h =
+1=2, h = ?1=2 Monte Carlo and the non- background distributions which best ts the
data. We use a binned maximum likelihood function which properly accounts for the nite
statistics both in the data and in the Monte Carlo. This is veri ed by using the likelihood
function to t samples created by a fast detector simulation which generates the distributions
of polarization sensitive variables for each  decay channel and includes the e ects of acceptance
and background contamination. Samples with statistics comparable to that in the data and in
the full detector Monte Carlo are tted. The t errors are then compared to the actual spread
of tted values, and are found to agree.
The polarization of the background from other  decays is varied simultaneously with the
polarization for the decay mode being tted. The normalizations of the backgrounds from
Z ! e+e?( ) and Z ! + ? ( ) are left as free parameters in the ts for the  ? ! e? e and
 ? ! ?    events and are xed for  ? !  ? (K? ) ,  ? ! ?  and  ? ! a?1  decays. The
contribution of all other background sources (mainly from two-photon reactions and cosmics)
is estimated from the data itself and is xed in the t for all the channels. The energy spectra
of the selected electrons, muons and pions used for the polarization measurement are shown in
Figures 3a-c, together with the best t Monte Carlo distributions. For the energy spectrum of
pions we use non-equidistant binning in order to reduce the resolution e ects at high energy.
To t  ? ! a?1  decays we use the optimal variable tting [17] following the strategy of
reference [16] for the construction of the polarization sensitive variable !a1 . A study of the
hadronic structure functions of the a1 has been performed in order to discriminate between
various theoretical models [18{20]. Our data is in qualitative argeement with the model de4

scribed in reference [18], which is therefore used in the analysis. The !a1 spectrum for the
selected events is shown in Figure 3d, together with the best t Monte Carlo distributions.
For the analysis of the decay mode  ? ! ?  we t a 1015 matrix in the parameter
space of cos  and cos . The spectra of cos  in four slices of cos  for the selected decays
are shown in Figure 4, together with the best t Monte Carlo distributions. We also implement
the optimal variable tting and nd the results of two approaches to be in a good agreement.
The quoted numbers refer to the two dimensional t which exhibits slightly better sensitivity
due to the better separation of the signal and non- background.
Using  ? ! ?  decays we have measured P as a function of M? 0 . An indication
for a possible dependence of P on M? 0 was observed in the 1991-1992 data sample. The
dependence is not seen with 1993 data sample which is of comparable statistical signi cance.
A number of checks were performed assuring the stability of the detector during 1991-1993
running periods. We conclude that the uctuation seen in the 1991-1992 data sample is of pure
statistical nature.

Systematic uncertainties in P



Systematic errors in the measurement of the polarization arise from the selection procedure,
background estimation, calibration, charge confusion and theoretical uncertainties. The corresponding uncertainty in the polarization is estimated by varying the most important selection
cuts, the background contamination, the energy scales of di erent subdetectors, or by changing
the underlying theoretical assumptions. The corresponding change in the tted value of P
represents the systematic error.
The systematic error due to uncertainty in the rate of incorrectly identi ed  decays is
estimated by varying the corresponding branching fractions according to the uncertainties of our
measurements for  ? ! e? e ,  ? ! ?   ,  ? ! ?(K?) ,  ? ! ?  and  ? ! a?1 
[21, 22] and uncertainties in PDG values [23] for  decays involving kaons. Background from
Z ! e+ e?( ), Z ! + ? ( ), two-photon interactions and cosmics is estimated independently
for each cos  bin, and each of these has a typical statistical uncertainty in the normalization
of 10-20%. The systematic error due to the uncertainty in the shape of the non- background
is negligible compared with that from the normalization.
The accuracy of the energy scale for electrons and photons is estimated to be 1% at 1 GeV
from the measurement of the position of the 0 peak and 0.1% at 45 GeV from the study of
Z ! e+e?( ) events. The e ect of this uncertainty on the  ? ! ?  channel is opposite to the
e ect on  ? ! e?  e channel. The momentum scale of the tracking chamber is veri ed to 1%
accuracy from 1 to 45 GeV using low energy electrons as well as muons from  and Z decays.
This uncertainty a ects the polarization measurement in the  ? ! ?(K?) ,  ? ! ? and
 ? ! a?1  channels in the same way. The accuracy of the muon momentum scale is estimated
to be 0.2% at 45 GeV using Z ! + ?( ) events. At low momenta, the uncertainty in the muon
momentum scale is dominated by the muon energy loss in the calorimeters which is known to an
accuracy of 50 MeV. The absolute energy scales of the electromagnetic and hadron calorimeters
for hadrons are known to 1.5% each in the central region and to 3% in the forward-backward
region from the measurement of the position of the  invariant mass peak. This systematic
error is common to  ? ! ?  and  ? ! ?(K?) and changes the polarization in the same
direction.
The uncertainty in the resolution of the tracking chamber results in an uncertainty on the
correction for the e ects of charge confusion on the P (cos ) distribution. It is conservatively
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estimated to be half the size of the correction itself. This systematic is common to all channels
except  ? ! ?   for which the charge is de ned unambiguosly.
There are two theoretical errors relevant to the polarization measured using hadronic 
decays. The rst one is related to the uncertainty in the matrix element of the  ? ! a?1 
decay [3]. It a ects  ? ! a?1  results and to a much lesser extent  ? ! ?  results (via
uncertainty in the shape of the dominant background). The second error comes from the
uncertainty due to structure dependent radiation [24] and a ects mostly the  ? ! ?(K?)
channel. The uncertainty in the rate of  ? ! ?(K? ) events also increases the background
for  ? ! ?  .
The systematic errors on P depend on the production polar angle and are therefore estimated independently for each cos  bin. Table 1 summarizes the study of the systematic errors
for a particular cos  interval.
Table 1: Summary of the systematic uncertainties in P . The estimation is listed
for the cos  range [?0:72; ?0:55].
error due to
e? e ?   ?(K?) ?  a?1  acolinearity
selection
Psel
0.010
0.006
0.007
0.008 0.020
0.010
background
Pbg
0.017
0.022
0.008
0.004 0.010
0.010
cal
calibration
P
0.014
0.016
0.026
0.014 0.020
0.016
chrg
charge confusion P
0.002 < 0:001 0.003
0.002 0.002
0.003
theory
Ptheor < 0:001 < 0:001 0.002 < 0:001 0.015
0.002

Measurement of polarization using the acolinearity

The acolinearity between the decay products of two the  leptons produced in Z !  + ?( )
decays is also used to measure P [9]. We use only the 1991-1992 data sample for this measurement.
The data sample selected for this analysis consists of  ? ! ?(K?) decays recoiling
against one-prong  decays. The acolinearity, ", is de ned as " =  ? 12, where 12 is the
angle between the ? track and the charged track in the opposite event hemisphere. The ducial
volume is restricted to the region of polar angle j cos j < 0:72. The acolinearity spectrum is
shown in Figure 5, together with the best t Monte Carlo distributions.
The angular resolution is limited by the uncertainty in the position of the e+e? interaction
point along the beam axis. This uncertainty arises mostly from the nite bunch length, which
was measured with Z ! e+e?( ) events to be 10:1  0:1 mm and 7:40  0:06 mm in 1991 and
1992 respectively. The uncertainties in these numbers as well as the uncertainty in the position
of the center of interaction region are the main source of the systematic error for the acolinearity
method. Uncertainties due to the selection procedure, the background and structure dependent
nal state radiation are similar to the single  method and are listed in the Table 1.
The results of the polarization measurement using the acolinearity are combined with the
other polarization results. Due to the fact that the same events can enter both the acolinearity
measurement and the measurement using the  ? ! ?(K?) energy spectrum, the two results
are statistically correlated. This correlation is accounted for in the combined result.
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Table 2: A and Ae for each channel measured during 1990-1993 running periods.
The errors correspond to data and Monte Carlo statistics. The quoted errors do not
take into account statistical correlations arising when both event hemispheres are
used for the t.
e? e
?     ? (K? )
? 
a?1 
acolinearity
Ndecays
13686
14343
11109
21760
2905
3774
2
A 10 11:4  4:9 17:0  4:5 14:3  2:2 15:5  1:7 25:4  12:8 11:4  6:5
Ae 102 25:3  7:4 22:2  6:4 12:8  3:5 15:1  2:7 24:0  21:1 13:5  9:8

Fitting procedure for A and Ae


In order to t A and Ae using Eqn. 2 the corrections due to initial and nal state radiation,
-exchange and Z-interference must be rst applied to the data. These corrections are calculated
for each cos  bin using the ZFITTER program [25]. The calculations are done for every
ps point
and averaged weighted by the integrated luminosity at these points. The corrected
P (cos ) dependence is then used to determine A and Ae for the individual  decay channels and the acolinearity method. The results are presented in Table 2 and show consistency
of the measurements among the various decay channels. The measurements of P (cos ) for
each  decay channel and acolinearity method are then combined bin-by-bin in cos . In the
combination we account for the statistical correlation between acolinearity method and single
 method as well as for the statistical correlation in the single  method when both  decays
in an event are selected for the polarization measurement. The systematic error is obtained by
the propagation of the individual uncertainties to the nal result. This procedure accounts for
the systematics common to the individual channels. The measured values of P together with
the corresponding corrections, statistical and systematic errors are presented in Table 3. A
and Ae as determined by tting Eqn. 2 to the corrected P values are
A = 0:150  0:013  0:009
Table 3: The combined dependence of P on polar angle. PQED represents a correction to P due to initial and nal state radiation, -exchange and Z-interference.
The correction is to be added to the measured values of P . P , PQED and corresponding statistical and systematic errors for the events in which charge is not
de ned are shown in the last row. The theoretical error on P is found to be 0.0007
for all cos  bins.
cos  range
P PQED Pstat Psel Pbg Pcal Pchrg
[?0:92; ?0:72] ?0.005 +0.0006 0.061 0.0098 0.0140 0.0250 0.0064
[?0:72; ?0:55] ?0.048 +0.0000 0.040 0.0045 0.0042 0.0126 0.0021
[?0:55; ?0:35] ?0.002 ?0.0010 0.038 0.0045 0.0042 0.0128 0.0021
[?0:35; ?0:12] ?0.082 ?0.0027 0.039 0.0046 0.0043 0.0129 0.0015
[?0:12; +0:12] ?0.112 ?0.0045 0.036 0.0048 0.0038 0.0137 0.0000
[+0:12; +0:35] ?0.201 ?0.0054 0.039 0.0046 0.0040 0.0127 0.0015
[+0:35; +0:55] ?0.308 ?0.0054 0.037 0.0045 0.0042 0.0128 0.0021
[+0:55; +0:72] ?0.275 ?0.0053 0.039 0.0045 0.0045 0.0130 0.0021
[+0:72; +0:92] ?0.265 ?0.0055 0.057 0.0098 0.0250 0.0250 0.0064
no charge ?0.143 ?0.0045 0.032 0.0048 0.0046 0.0100 0.0000
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Ae = 0:157  0:020  0:005:
The rst error is statistical and the second is systematic. The statistical error includes both
data and Monte Carlo statistics. The correlation coecient between A and Ae in the t is
+0:036. Fitting Eqn. 2 to the corrected data with the assumption A = Ae we obtain

Ae? = 0:152  0:011  0:007:
The corrected P points together with the best t curves are shown in Fig. 6.
In the calculation of the systematic errors we account for bin-to-bin correlations separately
for each uncertainty source. The charge confusion errors as well as the errors from theory
are assumed to be fully correlated; the calibration errors are correlated only for pairs of cos 
bins of opposite sign (and there is no correlation between neighboring bins); the background
errors are assumed to be uncorrelated. For the selection errors we can not reliably estimate the
correlation, therefore we make the worst-case assumption that they are fully correlated when
calculating A and uncorrelated when calculating Ae. The breakdown of the errors on A
and Ae is given in Table 4.
Table 4: Summary of the statistical and systematic errors on Ae, A and Ae? .
DATA Monte Carlo
charge
statistics statistics selection background calibration confusion theory
A 0.012
0.004
0.005
0.002
0.007
0.000
0.001
Ae 0.019
0.007
0.002
0.002
0.000
0.004
0.000
Ae? 0.010
0.004
0.004
0.001
0.005
0.001
0.001

Conclusions

From the measurement of A and Ae we derive the ratio of vector to axial-vector weak neutral
couplings for electrons and taus to be
gVe =gAe = 0:0791  0:0099  0:0025
gV =gA = 0:0752  0:0063  0:0045:

The rst error includes data and Monte Carlo statistics, the second one is a combination of all
systematic uncertainties. This measurement supports the hypothesis of e ?  universality of
the weak neutral current. It agrees with other measurements of P performed at LEP [26{28]
and has reduced errors.
Assuming lepton universality we derive the ratio of vector to axial-vector weak neutral
couplings for leptons and the e ective electroweak mixing angle to be
gV =gA = 0:0763  0:0054  0:0033
sin2 we = 0:2309  0:0016:

This is consistent with other L3 measurements of sin2 we extracted from the study of the
Z lineshape and forward-backward charge asymmetries in the processes Z ! e+e?( ), Z !
+ ? ( ), Z !  +  ? ( ) and Z ! bb [29,30].
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Figure Captions

Figure 1. All eciencies in this gure correspond to the central region of the detector j cos j <
0:70. a) Selection eciency for  ? ! e? e (solid line),  ? ! ?   (dashed line) and
 ? !  ? (K? ) (dotted line) decays as a function of E;; =Ebeam. b) Selection eciency
for  ? ! a?1  decays as a function of the polarization sensitive variable !a1 . c) Selection
eciency for  ? ! ?  decays as a function of cos . cos  is proportional to the
sum of ? and 0 energies. d) Selection eciency for  ? ! ?  decays as a function of
cos 44 . cos 44 is proportional to the di erence of ? and 0 energies.
Figure 2. a) Mass of pairs for selected  ? ! ? candidates showing a clear 0 peak. b) Mass
spectrum of ?0 of  ? ! ?  candidates in the range 0 < M? 0 < 2GeV.
Figure 3. a) Spectrum for  ? ! e? e decays as a function of Ee=Ebeam showing the Monte Carlo
best t, the contribution from each helicity, and non- background. b) Spectrum for
 ? ! ?    decays as a function of E =Ebeam. c) Spectrum for  ? !  ? (K? ) decays
as a function of E =Ebeam. Nonequidistant energy binning is used to reduce the e ect of
resolution at high energies. d) Spectrum for  ? ! a?1  decays as a function of !a1 .
Figure 4. The spectra for  ? ! ?  as a function of cos 44 in four ranges of cos . Also
shown are the Monte Carlo best t, the contribution from each helicity, and the non background. The ranges of cos  are chosen to bring out the features of cos 44
distributions which provide the distingushing power for decays of  ? leptons with positive
and negative helicity states.
Figure 5. Spectrum for  ? ! ? decays as a function of " for 1992 data sample. Also shown are
the Monte Carlo best t, the contribution from each helicity, and non- background.
Figure 6. P ? (cos ) for all channels combined, together with the tted curves for A , Ae, and for
Ae? assuming e ?  universality. The errors include data and Monte Carlo statistics
only. P ? (cos ) is corrected bin-by-bin for radiative corrections, -exchange and Zinterference.
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